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Introduction

Trade conflicts between Japan and the United States can be traced back to the 1930s when

increasing exports of Japanese textiles to the United States led to accusations of unfair

competition. Almost all the conflicts since then have arisen from complaints about a surge of

imports from Japan to the US market. Complaints about the lack of access to the Japanese

market have been quite recent, and it was only in the late 1970s that bilateral negotiations

on market access were opened between the two countries.2

Postwar trade conflicts with the United States began with a surge in imports of

Japanese cotton textiles in the middle of the 1950s. Protectionism grew in response to

complaints from the textiles industry and labour unions. Rather than itself taking unilateral

measures such as imposing import quotas, the US government asked Japan to set a limit on

its exports. This was the beginning of a long history of voluntary export restraints (VERs).

Between the late 1950s and early 1980s, the Japanese and US governments agreed

several formal export restraint arrangements, including the Japan–US Textiles Agreements

The conspicuous feature of bilateral trade conflicts between Japan and the United States in
the 1980s and early 1990s was the shift from protecting the US market from Japanese
exports to negotiating greater US access to the Japanese market. This paper takes the
negotiations over automobiles and automotive parts as a case study to examine why the
market-access policy evolved in the United States and how Japan responded. The US
government had two main strategies: a managed-trade approach and a harmonisation
approach. The managed-trade approach of the Framework Talks in the early 1990s was
intensely resisted within Japan, and the Japanese government rejected the approach. The
harmonisation approach has been consistent with Japanese policy, as represented by the
Mayekawa Report, and the Market-Oriented, Sector-Specific (MOSS) and Structural
Impediments Initiative (SII) talks between the United States and Japan were more
successful and harmonious. The intensity of the trade conflicts in the early 1990s has not
been a feature of trade talks in recent years, and the paper looks into the factors behind this
change.
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in 1970 and the orderly marketing agreement on colour televisions in 1977. The aim of these

arrangements was to solve trade conflicts arising from increasing Japanese exports. Most

VERs were informal – Japanese exporters ‘voluntarily’ limited exports to the US market

without any formal governmental agreement. These informal arrangements applied not only

to major Japanese exports such as textiles, steel, colour televisions, machine tools, auto-

mobiles and semiconductors, reflecting changes in Japan’s economic structure, but also to

minor products such as pottery, china and cutlery.

The volume of Japanese exports ceased to be the main issue between the two countries

from the middle of 1980s. Instead, trade talks became dominated by issues of market access.

Bilateral talks on market access originated from US demands to open the Japanese beef and

citrus markets in the late 1970s. In the 1980s trade conflicts over market access spread to

manufacturing and services industries. Between the mid-1980s and the early 1990s, the

United States introduced a new style of talks specifically aimed at opening up sectors seen

as closed to competition, including the Market-Oriented, Sector-Specific (MOSS) talks, the

Structural Impediments Initiative (SII) and the US–Japan Framework for a New Economic

Partnership (Framework Talks).

The conflict in the automobile industry provides an interesting case study of the way

trade talks changed. The auto conflict was sparked by a surge of Japanese cars into the

American market in the late 1970s and ended with a VER introduced by Japanese automakers

in 1981 after intense pressure from the United States. Four years later, however, the US

government announced it would not call for a renewal of the VER but would instead lobby for

increased access to the Japanese market. Despite this announcement, the Japanese govern-

ment asked auto manufacturers to extend the VER. The manufacturers accepted this request

and, as a result, auto VERs continued until March 1994. The United States then increased

its demands for greater access to the Japanese market. The Japanese government accepted

the United States’ demand to include the issue of access to auto and auto parts markets in

the MOSS talks, which started in 1985. Issues of market access were also discussed in the

Framework Talks. Although the Japanese government agreed to negotiate on market access

in the auto sector, the relationship between the two governments had been deteriorating and

in 1994 the Framework Talks collapsed during a top-level meeting between Presidents

Clinton and Hosokawa.

The purpose of this study is to clarify the nature of the trade disputes over market access

between Japan and the United States, using the conflict over autos and auto parts as a case
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study. Two questions are posed. First, why did the talks shift from VERs to market access?

Since almost all the trade talks have been initiated by the United States, the answer requires

that the evolution of US trade policy on market access be examined. Without Japan’s

agreement, however, the trade talks would not have begun. The second question is, therefore,

how has Japan responded to US demands for increased access to the auto and auto parts

markets?

This paper traces the early stages of the auto conflict, examines the reasoning behind

VERs and looks at why US trade policy shifted to favour talks on improving access to Japanese

markets. Although the value of US trade policy on market access has been much debated,3

there has been little discussion on how the policy evolved. Japan’s attitudes and response to

US trade policy, which have been both harmonious and antagonistic, are examined. The

openness of the Japanese auto and auto parts markets is assessed. The paper then considers

the important shift that occurred in the nature of Japan–US trade conflicts in the 1990s. In

contrast to the intensity of the Framework Talks of the early 1990s, trade talks in the late

1990s were quiescent.

The rise and fall of VERs

The rise of VERs

The United States began to pay attention to Japanese auto exports in the late 1970s when

imports from Japan were rapidly increasing. In 1973 only 740,000 Japanese passenger cars

were sold to the United States, representing 6.5 per cent of the market. Sales almost doubled

by 1977 and reached 1.9 million units (21.3 per cent of the market) by 1980 (Harada 1995: 21).

In contrast, the US auto industry was in a heavy slump: industry earnings that were positive

in 1978 turned negative in 1980, when domestic sales and production were at their lowest for

19 years. In two years production had dropped by 30 per cent, 300,000 auto workers had been

laid off and 500,000 jobs had been lost in the auto parts, steel and support industries

(Lochmann 1996: 100–1).

The depressed state of the auto industry was linked to the surge in auto imports from

Japan. At the beginning of 1980, little action had been taken apart from the introduction of

several protectionist bills in Congress. In early March 1980, the Subcommittee on Trade of

the Committee on Ways and Means (1980) held hearings on world automobile trade. The
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hearings focused on whether import restrictions could assist the depressed auto industry. The

testimony was pessimistic on this respect. For instance, the Council of Economic Advisers

presented a projection of the economic effects of import restrictions, indicating that any

import restrictions ‘would cost the US economy far more than it would gain from increased

production and employment in the United States’ (Winham and Kabashima 1982: 89).

The US Trade Representative (USTR) argued that the cause was:

the sudden shift in consumer demand toward small, fuel-efficient quality automobiles,

which occurred in response to the gas shortages and rising gas prices, both part of the

ongoing energy crisis facing the United States ... The U.S. industry was unprepared to meet

this shift, partly because it had failed to draw the proper conclusions from the long gas lines,

spot shortages, and sharply increasing world oil prices after 1973. (Winham and Kabashima

1982: 89)

The policy proposal, derived from both statements in the testimony, was that:

[The] role of the government was not to restrict foreign imports … but rather to encourage

the United States’ trading partners to conduct as open a regime as the United States did in

matters of trade and investment. In the case of Japan, this would require efforts to

encourage the Japanese to removing [sic] the remaining barriers to automobile imports from

the United States and, particularly, to persuade the Japanese automobile industry to follow

the precedent set by Volkswagen of building plants in the United States. (Winham and

Kabashima 1982: 90)

In accordance with this proposal, the Carter administration announced that the

government would: (1) neither restrict auto imports nor request Japan for VERs; (2) request

Japanese automakers to invest in the US; and (3) ask the Japanese government for a further

reduction in tariffs and non-tariff barriers on autos and auto parts. This was the US

government’s basic stance toward Japan during the auto crisis in the early 1980s.

What was the stance of the United Auto Workers, the group most affected by the auto

slump? Although the UAW was the party most responsible for initiating the auto dispute,

because of its traditional support for free trade it did not seek import restrictions. Rather, it

urged Japanese automakers to build assembly plants in the United States. The president of

the UAW visited Japan in February 1980 and met with business and union leaders in the

Japanese auto industry, as well as politicians, urging them to lobby for direct investment or
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export restraints. Although he repeated his support for free trade, he held that Japanese

exports were responsible for unemployment in the US auto sector and pointed out that unless

Japanese auto manufacturers made investment decisions quickly, the UAW might be forced

to support import restrictions.

Despite the strong representations made by the president of the UAW, Japanese auto

manufacturers were reluctant investors. Honda had already established an assembly plant

in Ohio, but Toyota and Nissan, the two major firms, had resisted investing in the United

States. Japanese firms were extremely concerned about higher wages, frequent strikes, the

lower standard of workmanship, the lack of an established system of parts suppliers and the

different legal system in the United States, all of which were perceived as increasing the cost

of manufacturing in America. Nissan finally decided to establish a plant in Tennessee in July

1980, but the slow response of the Japanese automakers disappointed both the UAW and the

US administration.

The third solution, an expansion of market access through liberalisation of tariffs and

non-tariff barriers by the Japanese government, also proved disappointing to the US

administration. Japanese auto tariffs were completely removed in 1978, and in May 1980 the

government announced that the remaining tariffs on auto parts would be reduced. Under the

Tokyo Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), tariffs on tyres and tyre

cases were to be reduced from 7.7 per cent to 5.8 per cent. With respect to non-tariff barriers

in the auto sector, the United States regarded Japan’s safety regulations and import

inspection system as too stringent.

In response to US demands for deregulation, the Japanese government promised to

revise 8 of the 12 items requested by the United States.4  Japan’s import inspection system

was found to be no more stringent than the US system, however. For example, the inspection

period for type notification in Japan was no longer than that in the United States and Europe.

This was because Japan’s Ministry of Transport had been accepting European Community

test results and sending Japanese inspectors to undertake on-site examinations in the United

States and the European Community since 1977. Regulations concerning the inspection

period were further relaxed in the early 1980s.5  But there was a general view in the United

States, as well as Japan, that this deregulation had a minimal effect on US exports

(Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means 1980; and Ikema 1981).

Efforts by the US administration to solve the crisis in the auto industry in line with

principles of free trade, to deal with pressure from the industry and Congress, and to maintain
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the liberal front of the labour unions, ended in failure. The auto industry and the labour unions

put increasing pressure on the administration to impose import restrictions. In June 1980 the

UAW and Ford Motor Company petitioned the United States International Trade Commis-

sion (USITC) for temporary import relief under Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974. This

petition required the ITC to determine whether the surge of imports had caused substantial

injury to the domestic industry. If this were found to be the case, the ITC would recommend

that the President take measures to restrict imports.

The ITC findings came down as negative by a close margin in November 1980, and no

recommendation for increased import restrictions was forwarded to the President. The

principal causes for the difficulties of the US auto industry were attributed to the recession

in the US economy, higher oil prices and the shift in consumer preferences to small cars. The

auto industry, however, was not satisfied with this decision. Congress quickly moved to press

the President to negotiate an orderly marketing agreement with Japan. A succession of bills

was proposed to Congress to restrict auto imports. The most protectionist was a bill proposed

by Senators Danforth and Bentsen to limit imported automobiles by up to 1.6 million units

a year over the following three years.

The first test of the new Reagan administration was whether it would maintain its

commitment to the free market and reject protectionist demands, or submit to protectionism.

The administration was divided. The ministers of Transport and Commerce supported import

restrictions, but the other departments opposed them. In the bargaining process, VERs were

settled on as a compromise. The administration sent a signal to Japan to restrict its exports.6

After several ‘consultations’, not ‘negotiations’, with the USTR, in May 1981 the Japanese

government announced a three-year VER on autos. The agreement was to limit exports of

passenger cars by up to 1.68 million units for the first year, with 16.5 per cent of the first year’s

sales added to sales in the second year. An extension of the restrictions would be considered

at the end of the third year.

The fall of VERs

As the first term of the VER drew to a close, discussion was heated within the US

administration over whether it should be extended. In March 1984 it was decided to request

a one-year extension for the time being. The controversy continued during the year. On 1

March 1985, President Reagan finally announced that the US government would not request

a renewal of Japanese VERs, commenting: ‘we believe that it is wise to maintain fair and free
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trade principles for consumers all over the world’ (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 3 March 1985). In

the same speech, Reagan stated that negotiations on market access would be conducted

among high-level officials and expressed the expectation of the United States that the

Japanese government would comply with its request. The question remains – why did the US

government make this decision?

There are three possible reasons.7  First, the US economy had undergone a rapid

recovery by the mid-1980s (Table 1). The US auto industry, like other industries, had gained

from the strengthening US economy and the protection provided with further assistance by

the VER.

By 1983 the US auto industry had recovered from its loss-making position and in 1984

the industry recorded a US$10.4 billion profit, the best result since 1977. The recovery led to

a pay increase for workers and executives in the industry, who already enjoyed relatively high

wages as a result of the industry’s oligopolistic structure (Hufbauer, Berliner and Elliot 1986:

255). According to one Japanese newspaper, such a high pay increase aroused severe criticism

in the United States (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 17 May 1984).

Second, many empirical studies on the auto VER, appearing a few years after VERs

started, reconfirmed that VERs were detrimental to the overall US economy (Gomez-Ibanez

et al. 1983; Dardis and Decker 1984; Crandall 1984; and Feenstra 1984). Crandall’s (1984)

calculation, for example, showed that the price of imported Japanese cars had increased by

US$900 on average, while domestic cars had risen in price by around US$400, causing a cost

to consumers per job protected of US$160,000 a year.8  It was also emphasised that because

of the way rents were distributed, the welfare loss from VERs was greater than that from

imposing tariffs or quotas.

Table 1 Real GDP growth (per cent)

Year 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

US -0.2 2.5 -2.0 4.3 7.3 3.7 3.4 3.4 4.2 3.5 1.8 -0.5 3.0 2.7 4.0 2.7 3.6 4.4  4.4

Japan  2.8 3.2 3.1 2.3 3.9 4.4 2.9 4.2 6.2 4.8 5.1 3.8 1.0 0.3 0.6 1.5 5.1 1.6 -2.5

Sources: US Department of Commerce (2001), Bureau of Economic Analysis, at <http://www.bea.doc.
gov/>; Economic Planning Agency (2000), Annual Report on National Accounts.
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Third, the restrictions on exports through the VER had led an increasing number of

Japanese auto manufacturers to seriously consider investing in assembly plants in the United

States. Each firm feared that it would lose its share of the US market if other firms launched

investment earlier. In February 1984 Toyota came to an agreement with General Motors to

establish an assembly plant for producing small cars while Mazda set up a joint assembly

plant with Ford in January 1985. In October 1985 Mitsubishi announced plans to establish

a joint plant with Chrysler. These investments meant the achievement of one of the two goals

that the US administration sought for in vain in the early 1980s.

These improved economic circumstances must have made it easier for the Reagan

administration to change its ‘rhetorical’ free trade to ‘real’ free trade.9  But Reagan’s decision

did not only reflect a dislike of VERs and the emergence of conditions unfavourable to VERs.

Rather, the shift should be understood in relation to the administration’s new focus on market

access. The administration proposed market-access talks on a sectoral basis in 1985. The

administration considered this approach to be trade expansive and thus better than trade-

restrictive VERs. Auto parts and automobiles were taken up in the MOSS talks in 1986 and

1990, respectively.

While the Japanese auto manufacturers unanimously welcomed the US decision to drop

VERs, Japan’s Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) requested the auto industry continue

its VER. MITI was concerned about ‘excess competition’ among auto manufacturers, believing

that if the auto VER were to be removed, each firm would again compete with each other to

expand its share of the US market (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 29 March 1985).10  Japan continued

with VERs until they were abolished in March 1994 under the World Trade Organisation

(WTO) agreement.

Japan enlarged the quota of passenger cars sold to the United States to 2.3 million units

but, after reaching a peak in 1986, exports decreased and the quota has not been filled since

1987. In contrast, Japanese production in the United States has been growing. The number

of cars produced by US affiliates in 1986 accounted for less than one-fifth of Japan’s exports

that year, but by 1990 had reached 1.49 million – approximately 67 per cent of exports (Table

2). As a result, total sales in the US market, including both exports and production by

Japanese plants, have been largely stable.
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Evolution of the market-access policy in the United States

The MOSS talks

In January 1985, two months before President Reagan publicised his decision on VERs, the

MOSS talks were opened. The MOSS talks, modelled from the Yen–Dollar talks initiated by

the Treasury Department in 1983, aimed at removing Japanese trade barriers in sectors in

which the United States considered it had competitiveness through intensive negotiations at

the subcabinet level. Clyde Prestowitz, a senior official of the Commerce Department at that

time, reported later that there had been disagreement within the administration over the

strategy of the MOSS talks (Prestowitz 1988: 296). The Commerce Department and the USTR

proposed that a certain quantity of imports be set as a target. The other departments insisted

on a procedural, issue-by-issue approach under which barriers would be removed in the

chosen industry by means of intensive, high-level negotiations. Finally, it was decided that

the latter approach would be taken and four sectors – electronics, wood products, medical

equipment and pharmaceuticals, and telecommunications products – were selected for the

first round of negotiations.

Table 2 Japan’s auto exports and production by transplants in the United
States (10,000s)

Year 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94

Exports
Trucks 73 92 109 88 64 49 36 31 19 16 20
Passenger cars 185 222 239 220 205 194 188 176 158 145 144
Total 258 314 348 308 269 243 224 207 177 161 164

Production
Trucks 10 11 11 10 10 12 17 19 27 29 37
Passenger cars 14 25 51 63 77 113 132 136 142 154 179
Total 24 36 62 73 87 125 149 155 169 183 216

Total 282 350 410 381 356 368 373 362 346 344 380

Sources: Japan Automobile Manufactures Association (1995), The Motor Industry of Japan; Japan
Automobile Manufactures Association (1994), Automobiles: Annual Statistics.
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In 1986 the US government proposed that auto parts be included in the MOSS talks.

The proposal came from a belief that US exports of auto parts to Japan were obstructed by

the tendency of Japanese automakers in keiretsu (conglomerates) to favour parts suppliers

with whom they had ties. Although Japanese auto manufacturers were initially opposed to

the inclusion of auto parts in the MOSS talks, claiming that the MOSS talks were not the place

to discuss private business practices, they finally accepted it. In 1990 Japanese automobiles

were added to the MOSS agenda. The decision to include automobiles was based on a similar

argument. The United States believed the low penetration of US-made cars in the Japanese

market was due to exclusionary dealerships controlled by the automakers through financial

and relational ties such as the allocation of the most desirable models and cooperation and

technical support. Vertical and distribution keiretsu ties were included in the MOSS talks as

obstacles to US exports.

It is interesting that although it was agreed that the goal of MOSS talks would be the

removal of trade barriers rather than securing Japanese markets for American firms, this

principle has not necessarily been upheld by US officials. Indeed, the emphasis of the MOSS

talks shifted away from a ‘rules-oriented’ approach to a ‘results-oriented’ approach. Schoppa

(1997) argued, however, that:

The MOSS approach suited the Reagan team ... because it aimed to remove barriers to

exports on a most-favoured-nation basis rather than to restrict imports, and because it

focused on ‘rules’ (product standards, testing, licensing, and government practices) rather

than ‘results’. In all these ways, it was perfectly consistent with the administration’s liberal

economic ideology. (Schoppa 1997: 65–6)

It is questionable whether the MOSS talks focused only on government ‘rules’, as

Schoppa stated. In his 1997 book, Schoppa referred to the views of the chair of the National

Economic Council, Laura D’Andrea Tyson (1993), but Tyson believed the MOSS talks aimed

to remove Japan’s ‘structural impediments’, including private practices such as keiretsu ties.

As this paper has pointed out, the US decision to include Japanese auto parts and automobiles

in the MOSS talks was based on the perception that these ties had impeded US exports to

Japan.

The Reagan administration announced a further new trade policy strategy in Septem-

ber 1985. In the announcement the President showed his intention to make more frequent use

of Section 301 of the 1974 US Trade Act. Section 301 allowed the President to take retaliatory
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action if foreign trade practices were found to impede American exports in an ‘unjustifiable

and unreasonable’ manner. The idea, first embodied in Section 252 of the 1962 Trade Act, had

been incorporated into Section 301 of the 1974 Act and amended to extend the definition of

unfair trade practices and expand the range of retaliatory measures. But the provision had

rarely been utilised until Reagan’s announcement of the new trade policy.11  The active and

frequent use of Section 301 aimed opening up foreign markets alleged by the United States

to be closed and also helped American negotiators at market-access talks place pressure on

foreign countries to either continue with ongoing negotiations or sit down at the negotiating

table.12

The MOSS talks were not the first bilateral negotiations on market access between

Japan and the United States. Demands for access to the Japanese beef and citrus markets

had begun in the late 1970s and continued until 1988 when the complete elimination of import

quotas was finally agreed. But the MOSS talks were quite different from the negotiations over

agriculture. First, the MOSS talks included the manufacturing sector, in which trade barriers

had been almost completely removed and Japan was usually thought to have the competitive

edge. Second, they extended the range of trade barriers to private business and consumer

practices. Third, these sectoral access talks were supported by the government’s new strategy

of aggressive use of Section 301.

Fair trade, trade deficits and economic benefits

Fair trade

The deep involvement of the US administration in market-access policy can be attributed to

three factors. The first is the evolution of principles of ‘fair trade’. The notion of fair trade is

not new in the history of trade policy and has two origins. The first is opposition to exports

that are subsidised by foreign governments and dumped into local markets by foreign

producers. Protection of domestic interests from unfair trade has been justified under US

trade rules since the late 1890s and has been included in the GATT since 1948, although the

term fair trade is not mentioned anywhere in the articles of the GATT or the WTO.

A second source of support for fair trade grew out of complaints about a lack of

reciprocity regarding tariff levels. The fair trade movement developed in Britain during the

1870s and the 1880s, originating from mounting frustration over increasing imports from

Germany and the United States. There was a perception that US and German producers
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enjoyed easier access to the British market than did Britain to foreign markets (Bhagwati and

Irwin 1987). Britain had been seeking unilateral tariff reductions for many years. ‘Fair trade’

became the slogan of politicians and industrialists who strongly demanded a policy change

from unilateral free trade to one of seeking reciprocity of market access in terms of tariff

levels.

The fair trade debate in the United States has a surprising resemblance to the British

campaign, as Bhagwati and Irwin (1987) have noted. Destler (1995) describes mounting

frustration in Congress, repeating a testimony by a senator in the Senate Committee on

Finance Hearings on the Trade Reform Act of 1973:

[T]he United States could no longer afford to be the world’s ‘least flavoured nation’, exposing

our markets while the rest of the world employed ‘practices which effectively bar our

products’. Destler (1995) p. 115.

It appeared to the United States that Japan was able to unfairly compete in the US

market and was acting as a free rider in the open world trading system. In what became

termed as ‘Japan bashing’, Japan’s trade policy, industrial policy and even Japanese society

itself were accused of unfair trade practices.

Fair trade demands equal market access. The United States has taken two approaches

to achieve equal market access. The first plan was the reciprocal trade bill, presented to

Congress in the early 1980s, which proposed that the government restrict imports from a

foreign country if US firms could not have equivalent market access to that of foreign firms

to the United States. Because of the bill’s protectionist nature, however, the US administra-

tion avoided this approach and decided instead to demand that foreign countries harmonise

regulations with the United States by opening markets and increasing market access. US

demands concerning Japan were justified by the premise that Japanese markets were closed.

Japan’s low import ratio or low intra-industry trade provided the evidence for this

belief. Whether Japan’s ‘peculiar’ trade structure can or cannot be explained by legitimate

factors such as scarcity of natural resources or distance from trading partners has been

subject of many empirical studies.13  The demands for market access were made on the basis

of the one-sided argument that the Japanese market was closed while the US market was

open, even though these studies so far have not produced a definite conclusion.

Fairness has two elements – equality of opportunity and equality of outcomes. In

international trade, equal opportunity is secured by the principle of national treatment – that
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is, the equal treatment of foreign products, firms and people with home products, firms and

persons once they enter the country. Therefore, national treatment demands equal treatment

within a country but does not extend beyond its borders. The principle of fair trade, as

encapsulated in US trade policy on market access, demands harmonisation of rules between

countries. However, the United States sometimes seeks to harmonise with the American

system not only regulations and standards but also private practices. Prestowitz (1988)

explained that the US ‘objective’ of access negotiations over telecommunications ‘was to

obtain an environment similar to that in the United States’ (Prestowitz 1988: 273).

The latter element, equality of outcomes, demands reciprocity of market access in terms

of volume (or value) of imports. Fairness is measured in terms of import success. The

‘targeting approach’ considered by the US administration for the MOSS talks is an example

of this approach. Prestowitz (1988) described the evolution of this approach in the first USTR

meeting of the Reagan administration in 1981 in the following way:

[H]e had called on the Japanese to establish an overall target for imports of manufactured

goods. The motivation ... lay in the fact that Japan’s imports of manufactured goods were

about the same as those of Switzerland, a country with about 5 per cent of Japan’s

population. In fact, Japan’s manufactured goods industries showed a strange profile ...

Whenever Japan had a strong exporting industry, imports in that industry were likely to be

close to zero ... had concluded this was because the structure of Japanese industry tended

to reject imports. (Prestowitz 1988: 297)

This approach was rejected in the meeting, as it had been for the MOSS talks, as running

the risk of violating principles of free trade. But in the end, the results-oriented, managed-

trade approach did gradually erode the harmonisation approach in the MOSS talks on the

auto sector.14

Trade deficits

The second factor that gave rise to the US policy on market access was the perception that

the trade deficits had been caused by Japan’s unfair trade practices. The US overall current

account was in surplus in 1980 and 1981, but went into deficit in 1982. Trade deficits rapidly

increased after 1983, reaching a record high of US$145 billion in 1985. The deficit with Japan
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was the largest of the US bilateral deficits. Deficits with Japan increased from US$15.1 billion

in 1982 to US$58 billion in 1986 (Table 3), accounting for one-third of the overall deficit.

Between the late 1970s and the early 1980s, the Japanese government took various

measures to liberalise trade. As a result, the level of Japanese protection of manufactured

products was no higher than American and European levels in the early 1980s. It was

therefore thought by the United States that the widening of the bilateral trade deficit must

indicate that invisible, hidden barriers in Japan’s economy were obstructing US exports to

Japan. Congress attributed the large deficits to Japan’s unfair trade practices. In March 1985

the Senate passed a resolution declaring that the bilateral trade imbalance with Japan had

costed the United States hundreds of thousands of jobs, and that while Japan had extensive

access to the US market, US exporters lacked access to the Japanese market for products in

which the United States had a comparative advantage (Destler 1995: 271).

The auto sector accounted for more than half of the US deficit with Japan (Table 3). This

led to the naive view that reducing the auto deficit would improve the overall deficit.15

Another factor strengthening the perception that the Japanese auto and auto parts markets

were enclosed by persisting hidden barriers was the failure of yen’s appreciation in the late

1980s to reduce the auto deficit. In the early 1980s it had been generally accepted that the

‘overvalued’ dollar was responsible for weakening American industry. This belief led to the

Plaza Agreement. Cooperative intervention promised by the Plaza Agreement appears to

have played a role in reducing the US deficit with Japan to some extent, but it had little impact

on the sectoral deficits of the auto sector, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Japanese trade deficits with the United States: autos, auto parts and
overall (US$100 million)

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Automobiles 266 260 231 224 213 226 215 222 239
Auto parts 60 73 89 100 95 91 98 112 128
Total 326 333 320 324 308 317 313 334 367
Overall deficits 580 600 520 491 411 434 494 593 659

Source: United States Information Service (1995).
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Economic benefits

The promise of economic benefits is the last, but not the least significant, factor behind the

market-access policy. As discussed earlier, the policy is based on fair trade, which demands

both harmonisation of rules and managed trade.

If Japanese standards and regulations were harmonised in line with those of United

States, US producers exporting to Japan or doing business in Japan would clearly benefit.

Managed trade is also likely to benefit the United States. Market access is defined as

a promise of import expansion in excess of present volume (or value) by the importing country.

Bhagwati (1987, 1988) has called this ‘voluntary import expansion’. From the exporting

country’s point of view, this is an export expansion resulting from the efforts of the importing

country.

If we assume that two finished products are traded between two large countries under

a situation of perfect competition and no externalities, it can be shown that import expansion

by the importing country either through import subsidies or (expanded) quotas increases the

welfare of the exporting country through a favourable movement in its terms of trade, reduces

the welfare of the importing country and causes a loss to world efficiency.16  This is in sharp

contrast to a policy of export expansion through subsidies, which decreases the welfare of the

exporting country through a deterioration in its terms of trade. By contrast, the subsidies

benefit its trading partner through a decline in import prices. Export subsidies act in the same

way as an import expansion in causing a loss to world efficiency. In the case of a small country,

both import and export subsidies act to expand its own imports and exports but make both

trading partners worse off. This is because the cost of the subsidy is greater than the benefits

to consumers in the importing country and to producers in the exporting country.

From a global point of view, neither export nor import subsidies can be justified. But

if market failures exist in the market for exportable products (such as a lack of information

about consumer preferences for new products or risks involved in a new marketing or sales

activity in the foreign market), a case for export subsidies would emerge (Bhagwati 1968).

A similar argument might apply to the import side. A lack of information on the

characteristics of the products or the existence of risks in importing the product might deter

an importer and keep imports at a level less than optimal. The remedy for this type of market

failure could be the establishment of import subsidies by the government of the importing

country.
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Since the early 1980s, the Japanese government has had an extensive import promotion

policy, using tax incentives, low-interest loans and publicity to boost imports. In justification

of import subsidies, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry states that:

Expanding imports of manufactured products is a costly and risky undertaking which

involves searching for new products, promoting sales, altering manufacturing processes,

and providing maintenance. (MITI 1996: 1)

If there were genuine market failures in Japanese import markets, import subsidies

offered by the Japanese government would help importers and exporters (including US firms)

overcome impediments to imports and would improve Japanese welfare. Japanese import

subsidies are a substitute for US export subsidies, even if not a perfect substitute, and

therefore act to reduce the cost to the US government of export promotion.

Japan’s responses: acceptance and resistance

Acceptance

In response to strong pressure to open its markets, the Japanese government took unilateral

liberalisation measures in the early 1980s, ranging from tariff reduction to improvements to

its standards and certification system. Although the protection of manufactured products,

both in terms of tariffs and non-tariff barriers, was no higher in Japan than in the United

States or Europe,17  complaints about Japanese protectionism had not diminished. Japan’s

Office of the Trade and Investment Ombudsman,18  established in 1982, and Prime Minister

Nakasone’s Action Plan in 1985 are only a few examples of government policies on market

opening in this period.

In 1986 an important document, the Mayekawa Report, was produced by the advisory

group of the Prime Minister.19  On a basis of the perception that Japan has to ‘make a

historical transformation in its traditional policies on economic management and the nation’s

lifestyle’, it stated that:

The large current account surplus is basically linked with Japan’s economic structure such

as being export-oriented, and there is an urgent need for Japan to implement drastic policies

for structural adjustment and to seek to transform the Japanese economic structure into one

oriented toward international coordination. (Mayekawa Report in Miyazaki 1990: 226–7)
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Setting ‘reducing the current account imbalance’ as a national goal, the report made

several recommendations in order to achieve that goal. Apart from some macroeconomic

policy matters such as expansion of domestic demand and management of fiscal and monetary

policy, these recommendations were all internationally oriented, as expressed in such

statements as ‘transformation to an internationally harmonious industrial structure’,

‘further improving market access and encouraging imports of manufactured goods’ and

‘promotion of international cooperation and Japan’s contribution to the world economy

commensurate with its international status’. The Mayekawa Report firmly stated Japan’s

positive commitment to international harmonisation.

The report saw Japan in almost the same way as the US critics who supported the

MOSS-type, harmonisation approach. In this sense the MOSS talks were consistent with

Japan’s new direction. In addition the Nakasone administration considered the reduction of

the growing trade imbalance to be the most important issue in Japan–US relations and that

opening the domestic market and increasing foreign direct investment would contribute to the

reduction of the trade surplus. There were many criticisms of the Mayekawa Report, but since

the mid-1980s it has been the Japanese government’s central statement on the trade

imbalance.20  Thus, acceptance of the MOSS talks proposed by the US government must have

come relatively easily to Japan’s bureaucrats, although tough work remained in managing

pressure from the groups most likely to suffer from harmonisation of government regulations

and standards.

A conspicuous feature of the MOSS talks on autos and auto parts was the consideration

of both vertical and distribution keiretsu. At first the Japanese government rejected US

demands to include these arrangements, maintaining that keiretsu ties were private business

matters. But, finally, the demand was accepted in order to counter the threat by Congress to

impose import restrictions on Japanese auto parts needed by assembly plants in the United

States (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 27 January 1987).

As far as the MOSS talks on auto parts were concerned, however, a harmonisation

approach did not appear to have been genuinely sought by the US government.21  In the 1987

final report of the auto parts MOSS, the Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association

(JAMA) promised that auto manufacturers would expand their purchasing of auto parts –

both imports and local purchasing at US plants – by six categories, every six months for the

following five years. This was regarded as a de facto obligation to expand imports. The
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purchase of US-made auto parts by Japanese automakers increased from US$2.5 billion in

1986 to US$9.1 billion in 1990, as shown in Table 4.

The US economy was in recession in the early 1990s. The real growth rate dropped from

3.8 per cent in 1988 to –1.0 per cent in 1991 (Table 1). The US Vice-President visited Japan

in May 1991 and requested that Japanese automakers sell US cars through their own

distribution channels. In the automobiles MOSS established in July 1991, Japan agreed to

set up a purchasing plan for foreign-made auto parts, the so-called voluntary plan, together

with conducting a fact-finding investigation on the standards and certification system. The

five Japanese auto manufacturers announced that they would increase purchases of foreign-

made auto parts by up to US$1.635 billion in 1994, exceeding the 1990 figure by 90 per cent.

More than 80 per cent of these purchases would be accounted for in purchases by the

transplants in the United States.

At MITI’s request, private companies have enacted voluntary plans to purchase foreign-

made products since 1989 under the ‘international cooperation program’. MITI also initiated

an ‘international exchange plan’, which included 40 exporting corporations and electricity and

gas companies. It aimed to expand imports, boost local purchasing by requesting that firms

set import and local purchasing targets over three years, and assist foreign firms to gain

access to the Japanese market. The inclusion in the MOSS agreement of the purchasing plans

of the private companies placed a greater obligation on firms to meet these plans.

The managed-trade approach reached its peak when President Bush visited Japan in

January 1992, accompanied by 21 business leaders. The US requested the purchase of

Table 4 Purchases of US-made automobile parts by Japanese automobile
manufactures (US$100 million)

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Imports 4.0 6.4 10.5 14.9 19.5 20.8 24 26 30

Purchases by transplants 20.9 24.9 38.6 56.3 71.2 84.5 112 129 170

Total 24.9 31.3 49.1 71.2 90.7 105.3 136 155 190

Source: Japan Automobile Manufactures Association, JAMA News, 14 July 1995.
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imported auto parts additional to those announced in the most recent MOSS talks. The

proposal was for the purchase of 20,000 US passenger cars and the revision of 14 types of

automobiles and auto parts that the US alleged were affected by non-tariff barriers. The

Japanese side finally agreed to increase purchases of auto parts by up to US$19.0 billion and

promised to make greater efforts to buy more foreign automobiles and to revise some of the

non-tariff barriers.

Resistance

The managed-trade approach brought complications and confrontation in the Framework

Talks proposed by newly elected US President Bill Clinton, in 1993. The Japanese govern-

ment opposed the managed-trade approach of the talks, resisting the setting of ‘numerical

targets’. It also argued over how the term ‘objective criteria’ should be interpreted. The US

negotiators sought to set concrete numerical goals. In the talks on the macroeconomy, the

United States requested that Japan reduce its trade surplus by setting a target of, for

example, ‘up to 1–2 per cent within 3 years’. The Japanese government rejected the use of

specific figures, instead insisting on a vague wording – ‘significantly sufficient reduction in

the medium term’ – which was finally adopted. The joint statement was announced in July

1993, but the disagreement between the two governments over targets led to the collapse of

the Framework Talks in the next round of meetings between President Clinton and Prime

Minister Hosokawa in February 1994.

Although the Framework Talks as a whole had been complicated, in no other element

had agreement been harder to reach than in the talks on autos and auto parts. The seed of

the difficulties was planted in the joint statement on the goals of these talks, which listed as

their aim ‘achieving significantly expanded sales opportunities to result in a significant

expansion of purchases of foreign parts by Japanese firms in Japan and through their

transplants, as well as removing problems which affect market access, and encouraging

imports of foreign autos and auto parts in Japan’ (MITI 1995c: 2) (emphasis added).

While the Japanese government insisted that the goal of talks was not to promise an

increase in purchases by Japanese automakers but to expand the opportunities, as empha-

sised in the first phrase, the US government’s emphasis was on the expansion of purchases,

as stated in the second phrase.
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There were three separate issues in the auto talks. The most intractable proved to be

over the purchasing of parts by Japanese automakers. The United States requested an

upward revision of the voluntary plan announced by the Japanese auto manufacturers in

March 1994. The Japanese government dismissed this request as de facto managed trade,

which it considered would force Japanese automakers to purchase US-made auto parts

irrespective of quality, price or service. A further objection was that the US request was out

of the reach of the government to achieve. However, the United States claimed that it had

asked neither for numerical targets nor for negotiations with the government over the

voluntary plans. Discrepancies in the interpretations of two governments did not seem to have

been reconciled even after the announcement that the final talks would be held in July 1995.

The second issue was governmental regulations on after-market parts. The United

States saw Japanese regulations regarding the repair, inspection and modification of vehicles

as a means to:

encourage consumers to have their vehicles repaired at automobile dealerships and other

‘certified garages’ that utilise only original equipment (OE) parts ... The effect of these

regulations has been to channel repairs to automobile dealerships and other certified

garages which tend to use the manufacturer’s replacement parts almost exclusively. Parts

distributors/wholesalers seldom, if ever, stock non-OE parts; thus, the dealers and garages

have no choice but to use OE parts. (USTR 1995: 22)

On the basis of this perception, the US government demanded: (1) the reduction of the

number of critical parts that were classified as ‘important for safety’; (2) the reduction of

modifications that were subject to inspection; and (3) the relaxing of requirements to use

certified garages. Although the Japanese government insisted that the share of parts subject

to regulation was only 3.6 per cent and that those parts were not treated in a discriminatory

way, it agreed to accept all these demands. The Japanese government, however, rejected one

of two additional requests that the US government made in March 1995, in the final stage of

talks on the Japanese inspection system. They were: (4) the establishment of a certification

system for specialised garages for certain critical parts; and (5) the separation of inspection

from repair services. The Japanese government accepted (4) but rejected (5) for safety

reasons.

The third issue was dealerships. The US government attributed the low import

penetration of American cars in the Japanese market to the control Japanese automakers had
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‘over their dealers through financial ties (equity, loans, rebates, transfers of personnel to

dealerships) as well as through practices found in the automobile industry, such as allocation

of the most desirable models, and other forms of cooperation and technical support’ (USTR

1995: 21). The United States saw Japanese dealers as ‘captive distributors of the vehicle

manufacturers, rather than independent businesses ... Such structural barriers to the

distribution system suppress sales and therefore prevent foreign vehicle manufacturers from

obtaining economies of scale on certification and homologation costs,22  driving up the unit cost

of imports’ (USTR 1995:22).

The following five requests were made by the US government: (1) set up a contact point

to deal with complaints about the relationship between dealers and auto manufacturers; (2)

a thorough enforcement of anti-trust laws; (3) financial assistance to aid efforts by foreign

manufacturers to develop and market appropriate models; (4) a commitment on the future

number of car dealers selling foreign cars as a downpayment; and (5) Japanese car

manufacturers should influence their dealers to begin handling ‘Big 3’ models. The Japanese

government accepted the first three demands but rejected the last two, considering (4) as a

numerical target and (5) as being contradictory to market principles.

The auto talks were not settled in the ministerial meeting held in May 1995. The

disagreements had resulted from a difference in perception over regulations on after-market

parts and dealerships, and the US insistence on the voluntary plans being revised. On 11 May

the US government announced its intention to submit a file to WTO on barriers to market

access and to impose retaliatory tariffs of 100 per cent on Japanese luxury cars under Section

301 of the 1974 Trade Act. The Japanese government quickly responded by petitioning the

WTO on the basis of a violation of principles and requesting bilateral consultations with the

United States. The retaliatory act was to be made within 30 days after the publication of a

final list of cars, on which tariffs would be imposed through public hearings. Thus, unless an

agreement was reached by 28 May, the dispute would move to the multilateral negotiations

phase of the WTO’s dispute settlement process after the imposition of tariffs.

In June the US withdrew its request for an upward revision of the voluntary plan and

instead requested the raising of the local content ratio, as applied to transplants in the United

States. But Japan rejected this request and the talks came to a deadlock again. When the

negotiations between Ryutaro Hashimoto, Minister of MITI, and Micky Kantor, the head of

the USTR, were made on 26 July, the day before the retaliatory action by the US was to be

taken, it was expected that a compromise would be impossible because of the large differences
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between the two governments. But the situation was suddenly resolved and the agreement

was concluded. The resolution came after Japanese automakers announced plans to reduce

export ratios, promote globalisation, localise production sites, expand imports, increase

purchasing of integrated and replacement parts, among other measures. This was a revision

of the overseas business plan previously announced by the automakers, with the addition of

the promise to increase purchasing of foreign parts.

In the Framework Talks, the basic stance of the Japanese government was clear. It

basically accepted the relaxation of government regulations and standards, and rejected a

managed-trade approach. But this stance had not been always upheld in the MOSS talks. On

the subject of keiretsu ties, the Japanese government denied US claims that such ties

discriminated against foreign producers of autos and auto parts and contributed to the low

import penetration in these markets. The openness of the Japanese auto market has been

another source of conflict between the two governments.

The question of openness

Table 5 shows the share of imported autos and auto parts in each country, as taken from the

data published by the two governments. According to the US data, Japan’s share of imported

automobiles (row A) is only 4 per cent, which is extremely low compared with other advanced

countries, but the Japanese data (row B) do not show such a significant difference. Japan’s

share is 8.1 per cent, higher than those of France and Italy, while the US share is 16.2 per

cent, only half of the US figure in row A. The difference between the two sets of data is partly

because the figures in row A include trucks and minicars while those in row B do not,23  but

it is mainly because the US figures in row A include imports from Canada and Mexico, its

NAFTA partners, while those in row B do not.

Row C shows the share of US-made automobiles in each market. These data are used

by the Japanese government to show that Japan is more open to US cars than is Europe, a

region regarded as open. The figures in row D are the share of auto parts in each market. They

show a large difference between Japan and other countries, although the US and European

figures include imports from NAFTA partners and the European Union respectively.

It is clear that a simple correlation between import share and market openness is misleading.

Other 1994 Japanese government data showed German passenger vehicles had a 3.6 per cent

of the Japanese market but only a 3.0 per cent share of the US market. The Japanese
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government has used this data as evidence that the Japanese market is more open to German

vehicles than the US market is (MITI 1995a). The US government opposes this argument,

pointing out that these figures do not include ‘cars made by the Big 3 in Germany as European

models’ (United States Information Service 1995). But this criticism misses the point. The

real question is why European cars, whether they include US cars made in Europe or not, have

successfully penetrated the Japanese market but the ‘Big 3’ US manufacturers have not.24

Another indicator often used to measure the openness of the Japanese market is the

price differential with other markets. The United States is critical of the prices of Japanese

auto parts, claiming they are 200 to 300 per cent higher than the prices of US parts. It says

that higher prices are caused by ‘non-tariff barriers and regulations to prevent price

competitive imports from reaching consumers as cheaply as they ought to’ and ‘the inefficien-

cies of the Japanese markets are well documented by the price differentials’ (United States

Information Service 1995: 5). The grounds for the US claim are the findings of the joint

investigation conducted on the prices of after-market auto parts by the Japanese government

and the US Department of Commerce in 1991 (United States Information Service 1995: 22).

The results of the two investigations showed significant differences (Nihon Keizai

Shinbun, 28 June 1991). For example, according to the US investigation, the minimum prices

of auto parts, including US-made parts sold in the Japanese market, are 4.4 times higher than

those in the US market, although average prices are only 87 per cent higher. On the other

Table 5 Share of imported, US-made autos, and imported auto parts in the
United States, Japan and EU (per cent)

US Japan Germany Britain France Italy

A Imported vehicles 33.0 4.0 39.0 54.0 38.0 55.0
B Imported passenger vehicles 16.2 8.1 15.7 13.5 5.0 5.2
C US-made vehicles 2.7 1.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 n.a.
D Imported auto parts 32.5 2.4 25.0 60.0 49.0 16.0

Notes: Row A is US data, including imported passenger cars and trucks. The US share includes imports
from Canada and Mexico. The share of each EU country includes imports from other EU
countries. Row B is Japanese data. The US share excludes imports from Canada and Mexico. The
share of each EU country excludes imports from other EU countries. Row C is Japanese data.
Row D is US data. n.a. = not available.

Sources: The US data is from the US Information Service (1995); the Japanese data is from MITI (1995b).
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hand, the Japanese investigation showed that the minimum prices of auto parts sold in Japan

are twice as high as those in the US market and that average prices are only 2–11 per cent

higher. The large differences in the findings can be partly attributed to the inclusion of auto

parts for US-made cars in the US investigation, but they are mainly due to the comparison

of different types of parts retailers. The US investigation compared the prices of US-made

parts sold by the authorised dealers in Japan with the prices of the discount sales shops in

the US, where non-pure parts are sold very cheaply. In contrast, the Japanese investigation

focused on the shops and garages that dealt with Japanese parts in the United States. The

results of this investigation show the difficulty of carrying out an accurate international

comparison even of the prices of individual products.

Trade conflicts in the late 1990s

After the resolution of the auto talks in July 1995, the Framework Talks were substantially

over, although discussions on deregulation and competition policy continued into the late

1990s – the period of the second Clinton administration. Trade disputes in the late 1990s

changed in two main ways: the number of conflicts decreased and the nature of the conflicts

changed. The number of bilateral talks on market opening decreased in the late 1990s because

neither side proposed any new trade negotiations, although the negotiations on deregulation

and competition policy were renewed in June 1997 under the title of the Enhanced Initiative

on Deregulation and Competition Policy. Almost all issues taken up in the late 1990s

concerned the surveillance of the agreements negotiated in the early 1990s, covering many

sectors ranging from autos and auto parts to insurance.

The focus of the trade talks shifted to services, such as insurance or legal services, rather

than goods, and tended to be about government regulation or practices. Second, the managed

approach to trade seen under the first Clinton government in the early 1990s changed in the

late 1990s to focus on harmonising regulations. The Japanese government was fairly

accepting of the negotiations on harmonisation in the 1980s and therefore the intensity of

conflict in talks such as MOSS or SII was relatively low. Similarly in the late 1990s, US

demands for deregulation of various markets were not rejected by the Japanese government.

The third feature of trade talks in this period was that the US government did not resort to

the use of Section 301 as often as in the early 1990s. Instead trade issues, such as over the

distribution and sale of imported consumer photographic film and paper in Japan, tended to

be taken to the Dispute Settlement Body of the WTO.
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The decrease in the number of trade talks in the late 1990s and the change in their

nature can be attributed to many factors, but three reasons stand out in particular. The first

is macroeconomic changes such as stronger US growth and the reduction in the bilateral

balance of trade. As shown in Table 1, the US economy had made a recovery by the late 1990s

but Japan had not yet come out of recession. As the depression of the 1930s taught, difficult

times lead to import protection and export expansion. Since the import expansion of the

importing countries is the other side of the expansion of the exporting countries, it is

understandable that demands for market access are stronger during a recession than in a

boom. The United States put intense pressure on Japan to expand purchases of automotive

parts in the early 1990s when its economy was in deep recession. As the US economy gradually

recovered, the pressure for market access has weakened.

Although the US trade deficit did not decrease in the 1990s, Japan’s share of the deficit

declined from 52 per cent in 1992 to 21 per cent in 1999, as shown in Table 6. The trade deficit

with China, on the other hand, increased rapidly. In 1999 the bilateral deficit with China was

3.75 times larger than in 1992. The improvement in the bilateral trade balance with Japan

must have played a role in easing the US complaints against Japan.

The second factor behind the easing in trade conflicts in the late 1990s was a drastic

change in Japan’s import structure. According to data compiled by Japan’s Institute for

International Trade and Investment (1999), the share of food and raw materials in total

imports declined from almost 60 per cent to 40 per cent throughout the 1990s. The share of

capital goods increased from 30 per cent in 1989 to 50 per cent in 1998, while the import share

Table 6 US balance of trade (US$100 million)

Year 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

A Balance of Trade 961 1,326 1,662 1,736 1,912 1,967 2,469 3,456
B Balance of Trade

with Japan 496 594 657 591 476 561 640 734
B/A (%) 51.6 44.8 39.5 34.1 24.9 28.5 25.9 21.2
C Balance of Trade

with China 183 228 295 338 395 496 569 687
C/A (%) 19.0 17.2 17.8 19.5 20.7 25.3 23.1 19.9

Source: US Census Bureau, Foreign Trade Statistics, at <http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/>.
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of consumer durables and undurables remained stable.25  These changes showed that Japan’s

trade structure with the United States has changed from being vertical to horizontal, which

is a similar pattern to that between the United States and the EU.

The third factor is the change in the trade policy of both countries. The Japanese

government was successful in its rejection of a managed-trade approach in the Framework

Talks. When the US pursued unilateral retaliation, the Japanese government counteracted

by petitioning the WTO in a bid to resolve the trade conflict in a multilateral rather than a

bilateral manner.

It was fortunate for Japan that other countries in Asia and Europe also opposed the

approach of managed trade cum retaliation that was pursued by the first Clinton adminis-

tration. The voice against ‘aggressive unilateralism’ (Bhagwati and Patrick 1990) soon spread

beyond academic economists to senior government officials. For example, a Japanese

newspaper reported that Laura D’Andrea Tyson had described the United States’ aggressive

trade policy as ineffective and had requested the policy be revised (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 18

May 1994). It also reported that Jeffery Garten criticised the excessive resort to retaliatory

measures by the US government, after his resignation as Secretary of the Commerce

Department (Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 3 December 1995).

In the second Clinton administration, under the influence of Finance Minister Robert

Rubin, the United States began to see Japan’s macroeconomy as to blame for the low import

demand, and supported an expansion of domestic demand and the deregulation of Japan’s

economy. For example, the Trade Policy Agenda (USTR 1998) stressed not only market

opening, but the importance of Japan’s demand-led growth and structural reform. This was

in sharp contrast with past agendas, which concentrated on opening markets.

Conclusion

The United States has used the concept of fair trade to justify its market-access policy. Fair

trade has two elements – equality of opportunity and equality of outcomes. The first aim

points to a harmonisation approach and the second to a managed-trade approach. In the 1980s

US trade policy on market access adopted both approaches, but the latter gradually gained

influence, a product of increasing frustration with persistent bilateral trade deficits. Japan’s

attitude to the harmonisation approach, as in the MOSS talks, has been accepting but, as the

focus of US policy shifted to a managed-trade approach, resistance grew and resulted in the
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collapse of the Framework Talks. The shift in US trade policy away from VERs to a market-

access policy can be partly explained by the economic benefits. The market-access policy was

more attractive than the earlier VERs because the effects on the US terms of trade were more

favourable and the burden on the US government was less.

There are many questions about the development of US trade policy on market access

that remain unanswered. This paper has examined the policy in the context of the debate on

fair trade and the concern of the United States about the huge trade deficits. What is lacking

is a consideration of the political economy of trade policy, for instance there has been work

in the United States on the activities of new export lobby groups.26  A similar lack of analysis

of political economy applies on the Japanese side. In particular, the question of why the

Japanese government strongly rejected a managed-trade approach in the Framework Talks

has not been answered.

The US trade policy of the 1980s had tremendous economic effects, not only on Japan

but also on other East Asian economies. For example, many Japanese manufacturers invested

in the United States in the early 1980s to ease the trade conflict even though the goods could

have been produced more competitively in Japan. The yen’s appreciation was intended to

reduce the trade imbalance but it propelled Japanese manufacturers to invest not only in the

United States but also in Asia, leaving the trade imbalance with the United States unchanged

but affecting industrial structure in both Japan and other Asian countries. The economic

impacts of trade conflicts are also subjects for further study.

In the late 1990s, some favourable conditions arose to ease the stress stemming from

trade conflicts. These include the economic prosperity in the United States, an increase in US

exports of manufactured products to Japan and greater use of the WTO’s Dispute Settlement

Body. The absolute trade imbalance, however, is not expected to disappear in the near future.

As long as the bilateral trade imbalance is misleadingly connected with the perception that

the Japanese market is closed, US demands for market access are also unlikely to disappear.

Notes

1 A large part of this paper, not including Section 6, is an edited extraction from ‘Trade
Conflict between Japan and the United States over Automobiles and Automotive
Parts’, which was published in the Journal of the Graduate School of International
Cultural Studies, Tohoku University, 1999. The journal article was based on a
presentation at the Australia–Japan Research Centre on 8 December 1997 during my
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visit to the Centre as a research fellow funded by Monbusho (the Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science). I am grateful to Professor Peter Drysdale for his
suggestion to consider the change in trade conflicts in the 1990s and to Michael
Sutton and Noriko Takahashi for their assistance and their comments on Section 6.

2 For the long history of accusations of unfair trade by the United States and Europe
against Japan, see Saxonhouse (1996).

3 The evaluation of US market-access policy has always been controversial, as views
are split on whether the policy has been beneficial. Supporters regard the market-
access policy, unlike VERs, as free-trade oriented and trade expansive, while
detractors see it as discriminatory and as managed trade. While supporters of the
policy describe the Japanese market as closed, the detractors question this view. For
the former view, see Johnson, Tyson and Zysman (1989); Tyson (1993); and Bergsten
and Noland (1993). For the latter, see Bhagwati and Patrick (1990); and Krueger
(1995).

4 Among remaining four items, two were withdrawn after the US side recognised there
had been misunderstandings and the remaining two items were rejected by Japan for
safety reasons. They were: (1) the adoption of rear reflectors with a diameter of less
than 3 centimetres; and (2) the abolition of the obligation to install a warning device
that would operate at a speed of more than 100 kilometres an hour. Ikema (1981)
p. 48.

5 Ikema (1981), in discussing these examples, concluded that it was not correct to say
that Japan had prevented the import of vehicles by extending non-tariff barriers
(p. 47).

6 Later, the 1989 Advisory Committee for Trade Policy and Negotiations (ACTPN)
described the US administration’s insistence on auto VERs as ‘a non-agreement
resulting from a non-negotiation’. Law (1995) rejects this view as ‘disingenuous’,
citing Reagan’s autobiography (pp. 113–15). Winham and Kabashima (1982) noted
that the auto ‘VER was in fact a negotiated arrangement, notwithstanding the
unilateral form of the final action’ (p. 115).

7 It is surprising that Destler (1995) made no comment about the reasons for the
decision in his comprehensive survey of American trade policy.

8 The cost to the economy of each job created as calculated by a later study (Collyns and
Dunaway 1987) was between US$110,000 and US$145,000. It is interesting to
compare these figures with those of projections by the CEA (US$50,000 to US$100,000),
which were estimated before VERs were introduced. Studies undertaken after the
VER calculated greater costs to the economy than the pre-VER studies.

9 Far from supporting the free-market system, protection was tightened in the first
term of the Reagan administration. The protectionist measures the administration
took during its first term were: a new steel VER agreement with the European
Community; a revival of sugar quotas; support for extending and strengthening the
Multifibre Agreement; and a rise in tariffs on speciality steel and motorbikes.

10 The article also reported that Prime Minister Nakasone firmly intended to renew the
VER.
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11 Between 1975 and 1979, only 18 petitions were made under Section 301 and no
retaliatory measures were taken by the President. Although this provision was more
frequently utilised after the amendment of the 1979 Trade Act, retaliation was not
resorted to. See Milner (1990).

12 Bhagwati and Patrick (1990) have criticised the use of Section 301 as ‘aggressive
unilateralism’. On the other hand, a comprehensive study by Bayard and Elliott
(1994) concludes that Section 301 has succeeded in opening up foreign markets, and
not brought about a trade war or the collapse of the multilateral system.

13 For a survey of this literature, see Lincoln (1990); Srinivasan (1991); Saxonhouse
(1993); Lawrence (1993); and Drysdale (1995).

14 In September 1989, the Brookings Institution held a research conference entitled ‘An
American Trade Strategy: Options for the 1990s’. Two of the three main papers
presented at the conference defended the managed style of trade policy. One of the
two who defended managed trade was Laura D’Andrea Tyson, later appointed the
chair of the National Economic Council under the Clinton administration. See
Lawrence and Shultze (1990).

15 This view was rejected by the 1983 Economic Report of the President, which stated:
‘Large trade deficits are not the result of unfair trade competition. Large projected
US deficits are result of macroeconomic forces, particularly large budget deficits. The
main sources of the US trade deficit are not to be found in Paris or Tokyo but in
Washington’. Council of Economic Advisers (1983), p. 56.

16 For a traditional analysis using an offer curve, see Dinopolous and Kreinin (1990).

17 Studies using an inventory approach have shown that in the early 1980s Japan had
the lowest level of non-tariff barriers on manufacturing products among the advanced
countries (Cline 1984; and Balassa and Balassa 1984).

18 The OTO was established in January 1982 for the purpose of settling grievances
related to the openness of the Japanese market.

19 The formal name was ‘The Report of Advisory Committee on Economic Structural
Adjustment for International Harmony’.

20 Among the critics were included two prominent Japanese economists, Osamu
Shimomura and Ryutaro Komiya. Komiya (1986) questioned the appropriateness of
reducing the trade surplus as a goal and the lack of consistency between this goal and
its measures. For a defence of the Mayekawa Report, see Miyazaki (1990) pp. 71–6.

21 Nihon Keizai Shinbun reported that the issues of keiretsu and the inspection system
had been withdrawn from the talks because the US government had admitted that
there had been misunderstandings over these issues. The focus of the talks shifted
to local content in Japanese production in the United States.

22 Expenses incurred when modifying a vehicle to meet the importing country’s safety
and emission standards.

23 The Japanese government claims that the US data is inappropriate because trucks
are rarely traded internationally and minicars are not sold in the United States and
Europe. Minicars (Kei jidosha) are defined as having a displacement volume of no
more than 660 cubic centimetres and a length not exceeding 3.4 metres.
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24 The share of European automobiles in the Japanese market was 5.4 per cent in 1994
while that of US autos was 2.7 per cent, with 1.0 per cent being sold by the ‘Big 3’.
The increase in imports of US-made cars was rapid. In 1991 the US share of imported
cars in Japan was 16.6 per cent but it increased to 36.3 per cent in 1994, almost the
same as Germany’s share.

25 I owe this point to Professor Masahiro Nagata of Saitama University.

26 Bhagwati (1988, 1989); Destler and Odell (1987); and Milner (1988) point out the rise
in the lobby groups supporting the interests of US exporters. Although Destler and
Odell, and Milner seem to consider the growth of export interests as a development
that counteracts protectionism, Bhagwati is critical of this growth. ‘While all authors
consider the benign role of these interests in shifting trade policy away from import
protectionism to exports and “opening markets”, the first [Bhagwati] considers also
the down side of the phenomenon – that these export interest may capture trade
policy to foster “export protectionism”’ (Bhagwati 1989, Note 50).
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